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THE ELECTRIC LAMPS OF W. TCHIKOLEFF. An improved pianoforte attachment, by which the per· 
former is, enabled to sustain or permit the continuance of the 
sound of one or more strings after the fingers have been taken 
from the keys, has been patented by Mr. Carl Mahling, of 
New York city. 

An improved safety whiflletree has been patented by Mr. 

W. Tchikoleff, the head of the electric lighting depart. 
ment of the Russian artillery, has described, in La Lumib'e 

ElecfJrique, a new lamp, the design of which was lately 
brought before the physical section of the Moscow Society 
of Naturalists, and which is represented by Fig. 1. 

the arc augments, the action of the electro'magnet, E, be· 
comes weakened, allowing E' to preponderate. and the ring, 
K, will rotate so as to bring the carbons into closer prox
imity. The ctmtrary effect will, of course, be produced if 
the resistance of the arc should diminish. 
. Experience has shown that with such a lamp it is possi
ble to obtain, with regularity and safety, a good electric 
light with twenty-four Bunsen cells, and at first with even 
twenty ceU�. Some of these lamps have been in use in the 
Russian artillery since 1877. This lamp may also be con
structed on the principle of the Wheatstone balance. 

Bolivar J. QU'lttlebaum, of Ridge, S. C. The object of this 
invention is to provide means for releasing horses from 
vehicles that may be instantly and conveniently operated in 
case of imminent danger, when it is desired to arrest at once 
the movement of the vehicle and the speed of the horse can· 
not be checked in time to avert the danger; and it may be 
used at any time for conveniently unhitching the horse from 
the vehicle by timid and unskilled persons, and at the same 
time provide against the accidental displacement of the trace 
from the end of the whiflletree. 

Mr. William R. Parks, of Palmer, Mass., has patented a 
boiler which will heat water and make steam rapidly 
with a small amount of fuel. 

An improved signal conveyer for hotels and other build· 
ings has been patented by Mr. J o�eph C. Beard, of Pine 
Bluff, Ark. The apparatus consists of a system of tubes 
leading from the different rooms to a common tube termi
nating at the office, and balls numbered to correspond with 
th,e numbers of the rooms, the messages being on the inside 
and being impelled by gravity. The pipe which conveys 
the balls descends continuously through the various rooms 
of the building to the office, and has an opening in each 
room. The box in which the balls are received contains a 
signal bell. 

A self-closing faucet, that will close without spring or 
screw, has been patented by Mr. Thomas H. Walker, of 
Kansas City, Mo. The invention consists in a combination 
of devices that cannot be clearly described without engrav
ings. 

Mr. Elijah S. Caswell, of Taunton, Mass., has patented an 
improved shoe or boot nail, having the oblong head and a 
point beveled equally on both sides, and provided with late
ral projections a short distance from the head. 

A diagram for the use of draughtsmen in making perspec
tive sketches or drawings, whereby such drawings may be 
made in true perspective and to scale in every part, has been 
patented by Mr. Emery M. Hamilton, of New York city. The 
invention consists in a diagram sheet having printed upon 
it guide lines in perspective and vertical and horizontal 
lines, the result of these combined lines being that the sheet 
is laid out in perspective scales, which can be utilized as 
guide lines for making a drawing at any angle to the hori
zon and vertical. 

TCHIKOLEFF'S ELECTRIC LAMP. 

Mr. Charles F. Linscott, of Boston, Mass�, has patented E E' are electro-magnets disposed like those on the other 
an improved glass plate cleaner. which consists of a head or .systems, and having poles, a b, spread out in circular form 
holder and one or more rubber strips made thicker at one, as in the Gramme machine. K is a Gramme or Siemens 
edge, with one side flat and the other side concaved from ring, the rotary motion of which causes the carbons to move 
the thicker edge to, or nearly to, the thinner edge. through the intermediary of a double thread screw, A, and 

Mr. Edward Weissenborn, of Jersey City Heights, N. J., two nuts, B C, which carry the carbons. Lastly, D is a 
has patented an improved package for pencils, crayons, and regulating screw, for the purpose of raising or lowering the 
similar articles, so constructed as to prevent the pencils or luminous focus. 
other articles contained in the packages from rubbing against The current passes from the positive pole of the generator 
each other. to the negative pole by three derivations, one of which in· 

An apparatus by means of which, with the aid of water cludes the arc and traverses the ring by means of the can· 
and certain chemicals, the dry air of high altitudes may be tact pieces, m n; while a second, also including th� arc. ex
made to resemble the moist air of low altitudes, has been 
patented by Mr. Henry R. FO,wler, of Leadville, Col. 

Mr. William F. Phillips, of Watford, Ontario, Canada, 
has patented a swing, having two pairs of crossed posts, 
strengthened by cross bars, a cap box, and branched swing
ing bars, from which is suspended a ba�ket. 

Mr. Edward J. McClellan, of Brooklyn. N. Y. , has patented 
a device that may readily be attached to a pan for use in 
mixing and kneading dough for bread and cake. The inven
tion consists in an adjustable bar or plate fitted with a damp· 
ing screw and carrying the mixer and gearing. The mixer 
consists of an arbor or staff provided with radial arms 
and fitted with eccentric gearing, whereby both a revolving 
motion and up,and-down movement may be given to the 
staff. 

Mr. Alfred N. Gabel, Sr" of Ridgeville, Ill. ,  has patented 
a fertilizer distributing attachment for planters for distribut
ing fertilizers in hills or drills and in any desired quantity. 

Mr, Benjamin J. Howe, of Sing Sing, N: Y. , has patented 
an improved dish washer, by which, the inventor claims, 
as many dishes can be washed and thoroughly cleansed in five 
minutes as can be done by hand by one operator in an haul'. 

Mr. Thomas F. Longaker, of West Philadelphia, Pa. , has 
patented an adjustable gauge for liquid measures, which can· 
sists in providing the measuring attachment with a device 
for adjusting the attachment for measuring liquids of differ· 
ent speci fic gravities, and also in so constructing the dis· 
charge valve that the packing may be renewed by unscrew
ing the valve seat. 

The combination of a ben�h hook or screw, fitted in the 
table, with a swinging frame and clamping jaw or vise, has 
been patented hy Mr. Nathan E. Lovejoy, of Columbus, O. 

TCHIKOLEFF'S NEW LAMP. 

The form of this lamp intended for public lighting is re
presented by Fig. 2. The rod, A, with the upper carbon 
holder, works by the effect of its own weight. When the 
current traverses the lamp the dist.ance between the two car
bons is maintained by the aid of helical coils, but these coils 
and the toothed wheel which controls the movements are 
wcrked, as in the former case, on the principle of derivations. 
When the current is interrupted, the carbons come into can· 
tact by the effect of the weight of the rod, A. 

Certain details of construction have been omitted in this 
description, but enough has been given to make the principle 
clear. 

To sum up, the advantages of this lamp may be enume· 
rated as follows: 

1. Its construction is extremely simple; it is free from 
clockwork mechanism, springs, and electrical contacts. 

2. It does not require preliminary regulation nor any 
manipulation before or during its working. 

3. Several of these lamps may be arranged in series in a 

circuit, and they are always in due relation with the inten
sity ann the tension of the current which is to act upon 
them. 

4. The lamp can work witlI comparatively weak currents, 
and also produce a very powerful light when the power of 
the current is augmented. 

The inventor is convinced that the problem of the divisi
bility of the electric light by means of lamps havi ng a voltaic 
arc can be solved only with the lamps based on the princi
ple 'of the derivation of the current. which he discovered 
prior to Messrs. Lontin and Siemens. 

Lamps with movable carbons, offering a certain resistance 
i between their polar extremities, are, moreovrr. far preferable, 
I from the point of view of d ivisibility, to lamps with fixed 

carbons, which may offer great variations in the resistance 
of the arc, in consequence of impurities, the action of the 
wind, etc. These variations may, in fact, be greatly reduced 
in the former description of lamp, and it is not nec'essary 
with them to employ currents of such high tension, or, if 
s\lch currents be employed, additional lamps may be inserted 
in the circnit. 

..-. .. 

. DECISIONS RELATING TO PATENTS. 

u. S. Circuit Court-Southern District of New York. 

COI,LENDER VS. GRIFFITH et al.-BILLIARD TABLE PATENT 

Blatchford. J. 
1. The fact that a mechanical patent was issued more than 

two years after the date of a design patent showing, but not 
claiming, a like invention, will not invalidate the former. 

2. A billiard table having the broad side rails made of 
beveled or inclined planes shows sufficient utility and ad
vantage in the way of cheapness of construction, as compared 
with a table having sides of curved or agee form, to support 
a patent. 

3. Reissued letters patent No. 6,469, granted to H. W. 
Callender, June 1, 1875, for an improvement in billiard 
tahles, declared invalid in view of evidence showing the ex
istence in this country of similar tables many years prior to 
the date of the patent. 

[Jnlted S tates Circuit Court-Western District of' 

Penusvlvallia. 

RNEEI,AND et ai, VS. SHERIFF et al,-PISTONS FOR DEEP 

WELL PUMPS. 

McKennan, J. 
1. Patent No. 53,630, granted April 3, 1865, to E. Y. 

Kneeland, for improvements in pistons for deep well pumps, 
sustained. 

2. "A patentee whose patent is assailed upon the ground 
of want of novelty may show by sketches and drawings the 
date of his inceptive invention, and if he has exercised rea
sonable diligence in perfecting- and adapting it and in apply
ing for a patent, its protection will be carried back to such 
date." (Rem)es VS. Keystone Bridge Company, 1 O. G., 466.) 

U. S. Circuit Court-Southern District of New York. 

WILLIAMS VS. BARKER et al.-wILLIAMS· PATENT RUBBER 

FLOCK MACHINE, PATENTED NOVEMBER 26, 1861. 

Wheeler, J. 
When the several elements of a patented machine differ 

from a prior machine only as to the form of certain parts 
common to both, the patent, in order to be sustained, must 
be restricted in scope to the improvements in the form of 
such parts. 

Bill dismissed. 
Mr. William N. Crabtree, of Porterville, CaL, has patented 

an improvement in hair trigger gun.locks, which consists in 
deviclls that will prevent accidental discharge of the gun 
without requiring additional manipulation or interfering 
with the rapid handling of the piece. A blocking piece is 
interposed between the hammer and breech, to prevent con
tact of the hammer with the cap tUbll, alld a thumb lever 
fitted upon the hammer holds the blocking piece out of action 
when the hammer is set for firing. These devices work au· 
tomatically by the usual manipuladons of the hammer. 

cites the electro·magnet, E (or both electrocmagnets in a 
U. S. Circuit C6:;'rt-Northern Dlstrlet of New ork. given direction); and a third which, witbout passing by the 

fl h h· h' , E' ( b h MAYNARD VS. PAWLING et al.-PATEN'r RADIATING CONDEN-arc, in uences t e Ig reSIstance magnet, 0" at mag-
, 7 nets in contrary directions), so that the action of this mag. SER, ISSUED JANUARY 30, 187 . 

net upon the ring shall be in a reverse direction to that of E. 
I 

Blatchford. J. 
In consequence of this arrangement the action of the elec· i Where the device sold by the defendants is capable of use 

tro·magnets upon the ring, K, is almost nil when the arc. independently of a feature necessary to the plaintiff's appa
possesses its normal resistaIice: but when the resistance of I ratus, and it does not appear that the defendants intended 
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that such feature should be added to their device, the case I which 'are called cobalt ultramarine. Either kind must be bel' of furnaces, raise the capacity of these works to 30,000 cannot be said to come within that class of cases where the I thoroughly washed, as large quantities of Glauber salt and cwt. per annum. 
seller of parts of a patented combination is liable for infringe-I sulphureted soda are formed. After the washing the ultra- One of the views shows the bolting and packing room, in 
ment if there be a concert of action proved or legally infer- r marine is ground in wet mills from two to five days. which the men, with their clothes saturated with blue, pre
able between him and others who supply others parts neces- When the grinding is finished the pulpy mass ill run into sent quite a novel spectacle. The ball blue room is also 
sary to the complete combination. large iron tanks, where it is refined under the influence of represented. Here about one half the ball blue for the 

Bill dismissed. heat and various chemicals, then repeatedly washed in large United States is manufactured. The interior of the paint 
----�- .. , • , • vats, and, after separating the various grades of fineness, : shop is also shown in the engraving. The consumption of 

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES.-No. 64. dried in ovens, bolted, and packed. che micals in this establishment is very large-about 2,000 
THE MANUFACTURE OF ULTRAMARINE. The qualities of ultramarine made by Messrs. Heller & tons per annum. The space where these works now stand 

Ultramarine is a blue pigment, used extensively for paint. Merz are to-day, with the exception of a very few unusual was formerly a swampy, fever-and-ague ridden spot. Dwell
bleaching paper, printing calicoes, paper hangings, staining brands, good as any imported, and their product always ings are drawing nearer every year, giving the place the ap
paper, blue printing ink, laundry blue, and various other finds a ready market. Their share of the world's business pearance of quite a little town. The continuous filling up 
purposes. Its shades run from a very light greenish blue, in ultramarine is much larger than a statistical record will of ground, and the extensive use of brimstone, which distri
through light and dark clear blue, to a very deep pinkish make it appear, for in Europe more than one half the ultra- butes large volumes of sulphurous acid gas, seem to have a 
blue. There are also green, violet, red. yellow, and white marine sold is adulterated to an incredible extent, while very salutary effect. Fever has disappeared almost entirely, 
pigments of nearly the same composition, the two latter American consumers are looking sharp for a pure article. and the men look strong and robust. The salesroom of 
being mere curiosities. Thus, factories in Europe claiming a sale of 10,000 cwt., Messrs. Heller & Merz is located at 55 Maiden Lane, New 

The chemical composition of thi� color is not yet fully may, in fact, not produce more than 5,000 cwt. of pure York city. 
understood. The generally accepted theory is, that alumi- ultramarine. . 

. ., •• • 

na, silica, soda, and brimstone enter into a combination, The chemical qualities of ultramarine are of importance English Fast Trains. 

forming an aluminous silicate, and thus combining with the only when used by paper manufacturers .. They use it for 

I 
A corresponden� of the English Mechanic writes as fol

mean while forming sulphuret of soda produces the ultra- giving the paper a white or bluish tint. but as the alum, lows: A great strIde seems to have been made, at the com
marine. It is entirely free from poisonous substances, re- which is used in treating paper materials, causes an acidity, �encement of this half year, by all our railway companies, 
sists the action of alkalies to a high degree, is very perma- which tends to destroy the ultramarine, it must be made to m the matter of speed, notably by the M. Rand G. N. R 

nent in air and light. resist this action. This is done by the use of larger quanti- Somp of the results attained by the latter are wonderful. 
White lead changes under its influence to a dull brown, ties of silica in the raw..material, yet ultramarine can never The" Scotchman" will be quite in the shade,shortly. 

and should never be used with it, 'oxide of zinc being far be made entirely acid proof. ' There are no less than eight trains daily, running fro?l 
preferable. It loses its color gradually if in contact with The product of Messrs. Heller & Merz is much more alum- King's-cross to Grantham, 105� miles, without a stop, an� 
acids. It was formerly made from "lapis lazuli," an proof than any of the European ultramarines. The alu m without picking up water, in 123 and 128 minutes each. In 
opaque blue stone, which is found in some parts of Eu- test is made by exposing equal quantities of different sam- the case of th� �eeds expresses, the speeds further on al� 
rope, Asia, and South America. The lapis lazuli was pIes of ultramarine, say five grammes, to the action of equal yet more surprIsmg. 
pounded into pieces of the size of a hickory nut, calcined, quantities, say two ounces of a saturated solution of alum, From Grantham to Doncaster is 50� miles, which dis
and washed with water and vinegar. This process was in test tubes. The chemical action will soon set in, particu- tance is covered several times a day, without a stop, in 61 
repeated several times, until the stones could with eas; larly when the tubes are put in warm water, sulphureted minutes. 
be crushed to a fine powder. This was mixed with a hydrogen will evolve, and the ultramarine will change its From Grantham to Wakefield there are 73 miles, which 
paste of turpentine, rosin, wax, white pitch, and linseed color to a light blue and gray. The sample holding out the are accomplished by the 6:30 P.M. down, in 77 minutes. 

oil, and kneaded thoroughly through a bag under water. longest is the best for paper, i. e., if the coloring strength is This last run is at a speed, therefore, of 56 '88 miles per 
The blue washed out through the bag was collected on even. The COloring, strength is tested by mixing equal hour .. 
filters. It was sold, according to quality, for $50 to quantities of ultramarine with about (en times its weight of Allowing for stoppages, this last mentioned train runs 
$200 per pound, and consequently could not be of gen- finely ground barytes or gypsum upon paper with a palette 186� miles in 215 minutes, at a speed of 52'05 miles pel' 
eral use. knife, taking great care to weigh the quantities very exactly, hour. 

In 1814, lumps of a blue pigment were found in various and to not press too hard with the palette knife. The sam- Compare this with some other favorite performances. 
soda furnaces in France and Germany, and the chemical pIe showing darkest when thoroughly mixed is the strong- The "Dutchman" runs from London to Exeter in 4;( 
analysis disclosed the fact that they were of nearly the same est, taking in consideration its bluish or reddish shade. hours, and stands on the road 20 minutes, thus running 193 
composition as lapis lazuli, the natural ultramarine. For laundry purposes ultramarine is generally put up in miles in 235 minutes, or 49'5 miles per hour. 

In 1824, the Societe d'Encouragement of France offered a balls. It is thoroughly mixed with small quantities of That is broad gauge; but their fastest narrow gauge runs 
prize of 6,000 francs for the artificial production of ultra- an adhesive substance, such as gum arabicum, dextrine, from London to Birmingham, 127 miles, in 2 hours 45 min
marine, provided its price should not be above 600 francs- starch, and is worked into a thick dough, rolled flat, cut into utes. Deduct 6 minutes, and we have running speed, 48'8 
about $20-per pound. Guimet, of Toulouse, in 1828, suc- square blocks, and rolled by hand into balls. This work is miles per hour. 
ceeded in producing an artificial ultramarine of a very fine generally done by children. Ultramarine is a better bluing Let us take a light M. R train. The 10 A.M. from Lon
quality, and received the prize. He kept his process a agent than either soluhle blue or aniline, on account of its don is their best. It runs 192 miles (to Leeds) in 4� hours, 
secret, and, although the price sank rapidly to as low as $3 more beautiful tint and its bleaching power. Pruss ian and stands 14 minutes. The speed, therefore, is exactly 45. 

to $4 per pound, he grew immensely rich, producing, in (soluble) blue particularly will impart to clothes a yellowis h Some of the runs, however, are very good. Sheffieid to 
1834, at the rate of about 120,000 pounds a year. rusty tint after continued use.' In using the ultramarine for Leeds, 39� miles in 49 minutes, means 48'5. I am not, 

At about the same time, and, as is positively asserted, prior this purpose it should be strained through a fi ne cloth and however, quite sure that the shortened distance is as much 
to Guimet, Gmelin, of Tubingen, made the same invention, not allowed to settle lest it should spot. The price of ultra- as I have given. 
and published his researches in full, thus probably causing marine ranges from 10 to 30 cents per pound in large quan- Enough has been shown, however, to prove that the G. 
the supremacy of Germany in the manufacture of this beau- tities, and some extremely fine qualities as high as $1. Violet N. R run, by a great deal, the fastest trains in the world; 
tirul pigment. ultramarine is made by exposing unground blue ultramarine and not only that, but they run the greatest number of 

The first factory started in Germany was that of Lever- to chlorine gas under high temperature, and red by exposing them; and also what our companies in the south might con
kues, in Wermelskirchen, on the Rhine, in 1884; the second violet under low temperature to diluted nitric acid vapors, veniently notice, is, that, with two exceptions, all convey 
in Nuernberg, in 1838, by Leykauf & Heine. To-day there Both kinds are sparingly used. third-class passengers in a state of luxury which second
are thirty-four ultramarine factories in the world, produc- Since the beginning of tlle 'manufacture of ultramarine class passengers on less favored lines might envy. Between 
ing about twenty millions of pounds annually. The estab- in the United States the price has constantly declined, and it London and Peterborough, and vice versa, there are daily 37 
lishment which we describe to,day ranks as the third in ex- sells now at a much lower figure than formerly in spite of the trains, doing the 76 miles in an hour and a half, more or 
tent and importance, and furnisoos about one· tenth of the higher duty. Prejudice and too much conservatism kept it less. 
entire product. out of the market too long, but now it is used in mostplaces The good town of Leeds, of ""hich I am a native, cannot 

Up to 1869 several unsuccessful attempts had been made in preference to the imported article, on account of its even uut congratulate itself on the excellent catering of the M. R 
to manufacture ultramarine in the United States. The fail-

I 
running qualities, its lower price, and on account of the re- and G. N. R, which has finally resulted in 19 express com

ure was attributed to the prices of labor, rent, and chemi- , sponsibility of the manufacturers. munications with the metropolis, ellch way daily. A minor 
cals, which were much higher here than in Europe. In the The large engmving in our present issue accurately repre- point, worthy of notice, is that the L. Y. R are waking up, 
fall of that year Messrs. Heller & Merz set up their ma-: sents the American Ultramarine Works of Messrs. Heller & and will seriously imperil the L. N. W. R traffic between 
chinery in a building, 50 x 125, inN ewark, N.J. Success was I Merz. The buildings occupy a ground space of three acres, Leeds and Manchester, unless they wake up too . 

.. , -,. the true companion of their energy, and in 1873 they bought the inclosure being 350x600. There are two distinct fac-
Dry Fog. a large tract of land at the eastern limits of Newark, N. J., tories for the full process of ultramarine. In the front are It has been frequently noticed that during fogs near large and there erected new and extensive works, which have been small dwellings, Which are omitted in the picture for the towns the air is not saturated with moisture, tbe dew point gradually enlarged until they cover three acres of ground, sake of clearness. The first building is (JOx150, and the in one instance being as much as 10° C. below the temperacomprising seven large buildings and several sheds, stables, second 75x160. In the covered space between of 100 reet ture of the air. and dwellings. The works are driven by two engines of are the main factories, which are being rapidly filled with 

• Seeing the possible connection between this phenomeno,! 100 and 50 horse power respectively, and one hundred work- mills and furnaces. The engine house contains the large and the fact that the evaporation of water is greatly retarded men are employed. A new engine of 250 horse power and engine, two boilers, and a completely fitted up machine by its surface being covered with a film of coal tar. the author two lIew boilers have lately been set up, and the old ones shop, where two machinists, with their attendants, attend made a series of experiments on the comparative rates of will remain for unforeseen emergencies. to the new and repair work of the factory all the year evaporation of water, when freely exposed to a current of In the process for the manufacture of ultramarine the fol- round. The last building on the front line 100x75 is the air, and when covered with a film of coal tar or of coal lowing ingredients are used: 1. Kaolin (china clay), Glauber, paint shop where the blue paint used by oil refiners in paint-
I smoke. It was found that the film retarded the evaporation salt, and coal, or rosin. 2. Kaolin, soda, silica, sulphur, and' ing barrels is ground. This, by the way, is quite a large from 92'7 per cent to 66'6 per cent. rosin. 3. Nos. 1 and 2 mixed with or without silica, ac- business with this firm. On the rear line are sheds for , The results of these experiments point out a condition of cording to the desired shades. bulky raw material, the cooper and carpenter shops, and the very common occurrence, competent to produce" dry fog," The raw material must be ground by burrstones to an large store house, 160x60. while they also explain the frequency, persistency, and irri-impalpable powder, thoroughly mixed, pressed into large One of oUl' views shows the dry mill room where the raw tating character of the fogs which afflict our large towns.crucibles or muffles, and calcined to a red heat in furnaces material is ground on 14 sets of burrstones, while another re-

f f 12 36 h } '  I' " f  E. Frankland, Pl'oc. Roy. Boc. or, rom to ours, as t Ie varIOus qua Itles reqUIre. presents the urnace house. There are twenty furnaces, with • .. ..... 
The firing is finished when the sulphur is nearly burned a capacity for 30-75 cwt. of ultramarine,such large furnaces The Treatment of Kattle�nake Bite. 
out. This operation must be watched very closely through being quite a novelty in this branch. There is also a pot- A professional snake catcher, of Holyoke, Mass., treats 
holes in the brick work of the furnace. When the firing is tery connected with this establishment for making crucibles, rattlesnake bites as fQ110ws: He first ties a cord tightly 
completed the furnaces are closed nearly air-tight, and the of which this firm uses,about 75,(00 per annum. around the member bitten so as to cut off the flow of blood 
material allowed to cool off. This will take from five to One of the larger views repre�ents the ro'om for washing, toward the heart. The bleeding wound is then sucked out 
six days. On opening the furnace the material appears dark grinding, and refining ultramarine. There are for this thoroughly to withdraw as much of the poisoned hlood as 
green when Glauber salt has been used. With mixtures 2 purpose eight large wooden tanks holding about 40 cwt. of po,sible, after which strong spirits of ammonia is applied. 
and 3 the color is a very dark blue. The green ultramarine ul tramarine each, and 120 wet mills set up in rows. A After a while the string is loosened a llttle to allow the re
must be roasted with finely powdered sulphur in pans or large number of iron tanks and vats, also 72 wet mills, are! maining poison, if any, to be so slowly absorbed into the sys, 
retorts under influx of air, to produce the lightest shades, in process of erection, and will, with an increased num- i tern that no serious results are likely to follow. 
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